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MCP Proof of Concept (PoC) Program

One of the first steps in a cloud transformation journey 

is to identify the right private cloud technology for your 

workload requirements.  While downloading a free trial 

can help in evaluating software, completing a proof of 

concept ensures the software works successfully in your 

environment. The MCP proof of concept program helps 

prove the viability of the MCP platform for your workload 

and organization needs.

As each business requirement is unique, 

it is important to adequately vet your 

use case before going too far down the 

journey.  The MCP Proof of Concept 

program gives you an opportunity to 

experience the agility, operation-centricity and capabilities 

of MCP in the areas of Cloud DevOps and OSS (Operations 

Support Systems) with minimal risk. The outcome is a clear 

direction on which  MCP-based solution is right for you.

Safe and controlled environment

Test your use case in a limited-exposure environment 

before a large scale deployment. 

Minimize technical risk

Helps IT department build confidence among other 

stakeholders by assessing the features, feasibility and 

functionality of a MCP based solution.  

Minimize financial risk

Assess the solution at a fraction of the investment required 

for a large scale implementation. 

Unmatched Expertise

Provides access to Mirantis expertise in OpenStack, 

Kubernetes and OpenContrail in addition to a full MCP 

stack deployed in your lab.

Service Objective

The MCP Proof of Concept (PoC) helps shorten your cloud 

transformation journey by providing evidence to prove 

or disprove that a MCP based solution can successfully 

address your specific business challenges.

The program includes an assessment of your environment,  

cloud deployment (of up to 20 nodes), followed by support 

and basic operations during PoC execution for a fixed 

period of your choice. 

The offering delivers unparalleled value by enabling a 

proof of concept that can easily be extended to meet 

your long-term goals. It is a building block for a longer-

term engagement with Mirantis and can support your 

evolving cloud objectives. Proof of concepts are intended 

for testing and validating the feasibility of the environment 

for your use case.

Overview of the Service

The  service provides a OpenStack/Kubernetes sandbox 

with a deployment as close to the final production 

environment as possible and runs a tailored validation 

plan to verify your use case. The engagement is time-

bound and limited to a predefined use case with clearly 

defined success criteria using standard Mirantis Cloud 

Platform. This engagement includes the following phases:

Assessment & PoC Planning: Perform an assessment 

of your environment and create a PoC plan that reflects 

project requirements and clearly defined success criteria 

for your use case.

Mirantis Cloud Platform Deployment: Deploy 

and validate Mirantis Cloud Platform as per  

standard configuration. 
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Support and Basic Operations: Assist Customer in the 

validation of your use case. Mirantis will provide dedicated 

support during regular business hours to assist Customer 

with basic operations and issues faced during the use case 

validation.  The results of testing are then presented to 

the Customer. The POC results provides an opportunity to 

refine your success criteria and modify design to support 

a broader rollout . 

No training is included as part of this offering. However, 

Training classes can be purchased at an additional fee 

at https://training.mirantis.com/

Deliverables

Mirantis works closely with your Cloud team on an ongoing 

basis to provide the following deliverables:

Deliverable Description

PoC 

validation 

plan

A comprehensive plan that 

outlines the Mirantis Cloud 

Platform deployment and clearly 

defined success criteria to validate 

Customer use case and business 

goals.

MCP 

deployment 

(up to 20 

nodes)

MCP deployment  including 

components such as Ceph, 

Kubernetes, StackLight, DriveTrain, 

OpenContrail and Calico services 

(as applicable).

PoC 

validation 

results

The results of PoC will be 

presented to the Customer and 

will be reviewed jointly, paving the 

way for next steps.

Mirantis Expertise  

• Mirantis Project Manager: Responsible for planning

and coordination of project activities and ensuring

timelines are met.

• Mirantis Architect: Responsible for assessment,

planning and definition of Customer goals for PoC

including delivery of  the PoC validation plan.

• Mirantis Engineers: Responsible for deploying the

cloud and providing support during execution of the

PoC. Also, responsible for validating the cloud after

initial deployment.

Duration

The minimum duration is a 2-month engagement: Month 

1 - Assessment & Build,  Month 2 - Support the validation 

of customer use case and basic operations. This can be 

extended by purchasing additional one month blocks  

of support.

Target Audience

This service offering is suitable for all Customers 

dwelling on the prospect of adopting an OpenStack and/

or Kubernetes platform to rapidly achieve their cloud 

transformational milestones. It enables members of the 

Customer Cloud Technical Operations and Administration 

team to effectively operate and prove the feasibility of an 

anchor use case on the Mirantis Cloud Platform.




